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Hot-wire measurements obtained in a $3 \times 3$ wind turbine array boundary layer are utilized to analyze high order structure functions, intermittency effects as well as the probability density functions of velocity increments at different scales within the energy cascade. The intermittency exponent is found to be greater in the far-wake region in comparison with the near-wake. At hub height, the intermittency exponent is found to be null. Extended self-similarity scaling exponents of the second, fourth, and fifth order structure functions remain relatively constant as a function of height in the far-wake; whereas in the near-wake, these are highly affected by the passage of the rotor where tip vortices reside, thus showing a dependence on physical location. When comparing with proposed models, these generally overpredict the structure functions in the far-wake region. The probability density function distributions in the far-wake region display wider tails compared to the near-wake region, and the constant skewness hypothesis based on the local isotropy is disrupted in the wake.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wind energy has become an important source in renewable energy due to an increasing demand for clean energy according to G. W. E. Council.1 Zhang et al.2 found that characterizing the wake of the wind turbine array and its interaction with the atmospheric boundary layer is crucial, thus leading to a significant increase in power production. The wake of the wind turbine array tends to be rather complex as the passage of the blades, cumulative effects of wake to wake interactions, and the presence of a boundary layer produce different structures at different streamwise and wall-normal distances as stated in Ref. 3. Extensive studies carried out experimentally and numerically deal with characterizing the wake through analysis of mean and turbulence quantities with the goal of obtaining maximum power production, see Refs. 4–6. A common description of the statistical behavior of turbulent wakes is often achieved via the structure functions, thus possessing the ability to identify the flow structure and particularly determine isotropy levels through a statistical description. Chamecki and Dias7 used second and third order structure functions to investigate isotropic behavior in a surface-layer turbulent flow. Furthermore, Tatarski8 used the second order structure function to identify the inertial subrange of the energy cascade.

The structure function $B(R)$ of order $p$ is defined in terms of the moments of the velocity increment as

$$B(R)^p = \langle (u(x + R) - u(x))^p \rangle = \langle \delta_R(u)^p \rangle,$$

(1)

where $\langle \ldots \rangle$ represents the ensemble average, $u$ is the streamwise velocity component at location $x$, and $R$ is a spatial separation distance between two points, which indeed quantifies a particular scale of interest. Commonly used scales to describe the flow are: the integral length scale, Taylor microscale and Kolmogorov microscale defined by $L = \int \rho \, d\tau$, $\lambda^2 = \frac{\langle u(t)^2 \rangle}{\langle u^2 \rangle}$, $\eta = \left( \frac{\nu^3}{\langle u \rangle} \right)^{\frac{1}{4}}$, where $\rho$, $\nu$, $t$, $\tau$, $\varepsilon$ are autocorrelation coefficient, kinematic viscosity, time, time lag and
dissipation, respectively. Local isotropy and the Taylor frozen field hypothesis are employed to estimate the dissipation as 
\[ \varepsilon = 15u \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \right)^2. \]

Kolmogorov,\(^9\) hereafter K41, introduced a similarity theory for homogenous and isotropic turbulent flows, which states that the mean dissipation energy, \( \varepsilon \), is scale invariant and the structure function is given by
\[ B(R)^p \sim \left\langle \varepsilon \right\rangle^\xi R^\xi. \] (2)

Higher order statistics display discrepancies when comparing the evaluation as proposed by K41 to experimental data as intermittency is taken into account, where a significant deviation from the mean is found in the dissipation as shown in Refs. \(^10\) and \(^11\). Phenomenological models and modification to the similarity theory, K41, have been proposed, where intermittency effects are addressed. Kolmogorov\(^12\) (K62) refined the previous similarity theory and presented a log-normal distribution for scale dependence within the dissipation range as
\[ B(R)^p \sim \left\langle \varepsilon R \right\rangle^\xi R^\xi. \] (3)

Vassilicos\(^13\) highlighted that intermittency phenomenon can be recognized via the scaling exponent of appropriate moments, which associates the separation scales between two neighboring points. The scaling exponent, \( \xi_p \), is described as
\[ \xi_p = \frac{p}{3} + \frac{1}{18} \mu p(3 - p), \] (4)
where \( \mu \) is the intermittency exponent, which characterizes the intermittency of the fluctuation of energy dissipation. Frisch et al.\(^14\) introduced the Beta-model, which is dependent on the energy cascade and concentrates on the transmission of nonlinearity in the inertial subrange. The scaling exponent of the Beta model can be expressed as
\[ \xi_p = \frac{p}{3} + \frac{1}{3} (3 - H)(3 - p), \] (5)
where \( H \) is the Hausdroff dimension, otherwise known as the self-similarity dimension of the dissipative structures and defined as \( H = 3 - \mu \), see Ref. \(^15\). Combining \( H \) with Eq. (5), the scaling exponent expression becomes
\[ \xi_p = \frac{p}{3} + \frac{1}{3} \mu (3 - p). \] (6)

A low Reynolds number produces a short inertial subrange, thus making the scaling behavior either difficult to distinguish or nonexistent. To overcome this obstacle, Benzi et al. found that the scaling properties can be expanded up to the dissipative range as stated in Ref. \(^16\). Furthermore, Benzi et al.\(^17\) introduced extended self-similarity (ESS) which also yields the scaling exponent and has been applied to high- and low-Reynolds number flows, e.g., Refs. \(^18\) and \(^19\), as well as homogeneous and non-homogeneous flows, e.g., Refs. \(^20\) and \(^21\). The scaling exponents \( \xi_p \) of order \( p \) are obtained via plotting the log \( B_R \xi \) against the log \( B_R^3 \), where the slope of the resulting line corresponds to \( \xi_p \). Thus, it represents the relationship between the \( B_R^p \) and \( B_R^3 \).

She and Leveque\(^22\) (SL), presented a model estimating the scaling exponent through its dependence on the hierarchical structure of energy dissipation as
\[ \xi_p = \frac{p}{9} + 2 \left( 1 - \left( \frac{2}{3} \right)^\xi \right). \] (7)
Dubrulle\textsuperscript{23} presented a novel interpretation of SL model using log-Poisson statistics. This model showed the scale covariance extending from the integral length scale to the dissipative scale, thus playing a central role in intermittency generation. Babiano \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{18} proposed a new model depending on SL and Dubrulle models for non-homogeneous and/or non-stationary turbulent flow. The maximum amplitude of the intermittency and the degree of inhomogeneity are linked via this approach.

Intermittency in turbulence has been investigated for different types of flows such as atmospheric boundary layer flow, e.g., Ref.\textsuperscript{24}, wake flow around a cylinder, e.g., Ref.\textsuperscript{21}, turbulent jet, e.g., Ref.\textsuperscript{25}, and direct numerical simulation (DNS) homogenous flow, e.g., Ref.\textsuperscript{26}. Ditlevsen and Mogensen\textsuperscript{27} investigated intermittency in a shell model and showed increased intermittency as the Kolmogorov scale is reached. Furthermore, energy traveling through the inertial range increases when the small scales are approached. Milan \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{28} presented a model of a conversion process between the wind speed and electrical power via multi-fractal statistics. Velocity and power increments over time scales were quantified, where the latter exhibited relatively higher intermittency as a result of the large fluctuations with frequent wind gusts. Consequently, fluctuations of electrical power in the grid were manifested.

Intermittent flow generates unfavorable influences such as variable dynamic loading and fatigue on the blades as well as the gearbox of the wind turbines. Mücke \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{29} demonstrated that the variable loads accelerate the strain and reduce the life of the turbine components. Therefore, intermittency analysis should be taken into account to minimize the design failure engendered from underestimated fatigue loads. Furthermore, intermittency analysis is useful in determining the spacing between the turbines in the wind farm in order to harvest an optimal power and achieve increased stability in the grid.

The present work analyzes the scaling exponents and intermittency exponents using extended self-similarity in the wake of a wind turbine array obtained experimentally by way of hot-wire anemometry. Scaling exponents acquired using ESS are compared with the K41, K62, SL, and Beta models. The probability density function of the velocity increment, flatness, and skewness is also investigated to show the degree of existing intermittency. Analysis of high-order structure functions can allow for predicting intermittency in the wind farm.

\section{II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP}

Hot-wire data used in this study were gathered in the wake of a 3\times3 wind turbine array and acquired from the Corrsin wind tunnel at the Johns Hopkins University. The test section is 10 m long, 0.9 m high, and 1.2 m wide. The test section and inflow conditioning elements used are described herein and shown in Fig. 1. An active grid consisting of seven vertical and five horizontal rotating aluminum shafts with winglets evenly spaced is used to generate high inflow turbulence. An atmospheric-like boundary layer is created with the use of nine strakes located at 1.07 m downstream of the active grid and distributed evenly from the sidewalls of the test section. Surface roughness composed of sandpaper is used in order to further condition the inflow. The construction of the 3-bladed wind turbine rotor requires a 0.48 mm thick steel plate, which is laser-cut and twisted 15° at the root and 10° at the tip using a die-press for repeatability. The induction factor equals to 0.087. Using the ideal stream-tube analysis, the thrust and

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Experimental setup for the wind turbine array boundary layer.}
\end{figure}
power coefficients are approximately 0.32 and 0.29, respectively. As seen in Fig. 2, the diameter of the rotor, $D$, and height of the mast are 0.12 m.

The array is spaced at $7D$ in the streamwise direction, $x$, and $3D$ in the spanwise direction, $z$. The array is positioned 3 m downstream of the leading edge and $1.5D$ from the sidewalls. Two downstream locations at the centerline past the wind turbine array are considered to quantify the intermittency events in the near- and far-wake, namely, $1D$ and $5D$. Each profile consists of 21 measurements at 10 mm increments along the wall-normal direction, $y$, starting at 5 mm from the wall. The data are collected using an x-wire probe with a sampling frequency of 40 kHz for 100 s at each location.

The reference mean velocity of the wind tunnel is maintained constant throughout the experiment at 9.4 m s$^{-1}$ and is measured using a pitot tube at 0.32 m upstream of the active grid as well as at 0.22 m downstream of the secondary contraction of the wind tunnel. To ensure the uniformity of the velocity profile in the spanwise direction, the mean velocity and Reynolds stresses are examined at fixed streamwise and wall-normal locations, and traversed from $z = -0.24$ m to 0.24 m with an increment of 0.02 m. The results show a reasonable homogeneity of the flow in the spanwise direction with a maximum deviation of mean velocity and Reynolds stress equal to 0.36 m s$^{-1}$ and 1%, respectively.

At the inflow, streamwise spectra are determined and compared with the Kolmogorov power law (see Fig. 8 in Ref. 30). There is a significant agreement with $-5/3$ line over a large range of scales; thus, energy spectra are used to recognize the inertial subrange of the energy cascade.31 Extensive details on the experimental setup, hot-wire anemometer, and flow characterization can be found in Refs. 30–32.

### III. RESULTS

The sixth order of the ESS scaling exponents is used to calculate the intermittency exponent, $\mu = 2 - \zeta_6$, as reported by Böttcher et al.33 The intermittency exponents, $\mu$, are presented as a function of wall-normal distance, $y$, normalized with the rotor diameter for downstream positions of $1D$ and $5D$, as observed in Fig. 3. The intermittency exponent in the far-wake monotonically increases with increasing wall-normal distance with the exception of very near the wall as well as hub height ($y/D = 1$), where local maxima are found to be 0.5 and 0.6, respectively. This behavior is different from that observed in the near-wake, where values for $\mu$ are lower in magnitude, ranging from null to 0.4. The effect of the passage of the rotor is unequivocally present, thus generating tip vortices, where strong gradients of the exponent occur at the top tip ($y/D = 1.5$), bottom tip ($y/D = 0.5$), and hub height ($y/D = 1$). At the bottom tip and hub height locations, the exponent is null indicating that the intermittency is well suppressed for the higher order statistics. Kuznetsov et al.34 classified intermittency as internal or external. Dissipative scales are responsible to create the internal intermittency

![Wind turbine model](image)

**FIG. 2.** Wind turbine model.
whereas the correlation between the inertial and large scales generates the external intermittency. Vassilicos\textsuperscript{13} demonstrated that intermittency phenomenon violates the Galilean invariance on account of the combination between the large and small scales. Therefore, \( \mu = 0 \) indicates non-existent interaction between integral scales and scales within the inertial subrange as confirmed by Katul \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{35} The top tip exhibits a maximum value of approximately 0.4; this being the location which demarcates the shear layer. As pointed out by Hamilton \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{32} it is at this vertical location, where the flow is described by lower wavenumbers or otherwise large scales, thus supporting the relatively increased intermittency exponent value.

Antonia \textit{et al.},\textsuperscript{36} Chamber and Antonia,\textsuperscript{37} and Mahjoub \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{38} found \( \mu = 0.25 \pm 0.05 \) for atmospheric shear flows (e.g., flow over a wheat field canopy), and a high Taylor-microscale based Reynolds number, \( Re_z \), jet flow. In these studies, Reynolds numbers range between 966 for the jet flow up to \( 10^4 \) atmospheric surface layer. Further studies have revisited the intermittency exponent, thus finding \( \mu = 0.35 \). This was shown by Anselmet \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{25} for the same data set utilized in Ref. 36 with a moderate Reynolds number, \( Re_z = 515 \) and 852, thus consequently emphasizing the impact of the Reynolds number on the \( \mu \) value. Katul \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{39} found \( \mu = 0.37 \) for flow over a uniform sand dry lakebed where the \( Re_z \) extends between \( 5 \times 10^3 \) and \( 3 \times 10^4 \). Monin and Yaglom\textsuperscript{40} pointed out that \( \mu \) in general ranges from 0.2 to 0.5. Here, the intermittency exponent ranges from 0 to 0.6; bounding the range of previous values attained. Nevertheless, the magnitudes are affected due to the interaction between the flow and the wind turbine array, thus making \( \mu \) dependent on the location within the wake of the array as well as the local Taylor-microscale based Reynolds number, \( Re_z \). For the data considered, \( Re_z \) ranges from a minimum of 300 for 1D hub height location to 1600 at 5D top tip.

In Figure 4, ESS scaling exponents of second, fourth, and fifth order structure functions at 1D and 5D are computed and compared with the K41, K62, SL, and Beta models to examine their affinity. The first and third order structure functions are disregarded in this study as a result of the negligible effect of intermittency on these moments as shown by Mahjoub.\textsuperscript{41} First, Figure 4(a) shows the ESS scaling exponent of the second order structure function at 1D, which decreases with increasing the wall-normal distance except at locations corresponding to the bottom tip, hub height, and top tip. Significant deviation from the various models is observed at all vertical locations with the exception of the aforementioned locations as well as near the wall. Indeed, immediately below the hub height, the ESS scaling manifests an agreement with K62 and SL. At the hub height, the scaling obtained via ESS coincides with K41, K62, and Beta. At the region above the hub height and above the canopy, ESS scaling exponents are located at the mid point among K41, K62, and SL models. In Figure 4(b), the scaling exponent of the second order of 5D is relatively constant throughout the profile except in the near wall region. Conversely to 1D, ESS scaling exponents display a significant deviation from the other models along the wall-normal locations. This behavior also holds for the Beta model. However,
K62 model closely matches SL scaling exponents especially in the region between the hub height and bottom tip.

In Figures 4(c) and 4(d), the behavior of the ESS scaling exponent of the fourth order is rather similar to the second order at the same downstream location. Comparison amongst the models displays regions close to the hub height agreeing with K62 and SL as well as the hub height uniquely coinciding with the Beta model. Additionally, the region above the hub height and close to the top tip of 1D is consistent with K62 and Beta in terms of their shape, although an offset exists, thus overpredicting the value of \( n \). The highest measurement location away from the wall is consistent with all models except K41. In a like manner with the second order in the 5D location, the fourth order structure function is overpredicted by all the models.

In Figure 4(e), ESS scaling exponents of the fifth order of 1D slightly decrease with increasing wall-normal distance except at the regions above the bottom tip, hub height, and top.
tip. Once again, the models are not able to capture the values from the ESS with the exception of the top tip, where the Beta and K62 coincide. Finally, Figure 4(f) shows the scaling exponents of the fifth order for the far wake, where Beta and K62 are approximately consistent with the ESS scaling exponent profile in terms of shape with moderate deviation in terms of $\xi_5$ values. Furthermore, SL and K41 overpredict the results obtained for the ESS. Overall, the results of Figure 4 display that the intermittency events are pronounced in all three different orders of ESS scaling exponents and the deviation from the K41 is still pronounced even though the flow is 5 diameters downstream past the rotor.

To consider intermittency effects, the probability density function, pdf, is employed as its effects are observed in the tails as argued in Refs. 24, 25, and 42. The pdfs of the velocity increments, $\delta_R(u)$, for three scales, namely, 0.035, $1.875 \times 10^{-3}$, and $0.9375 \times 10^{-3}$ m, which correspond to $0.5L$, $\lambda$, and $0.5\lambda$, respectively, are shown logarithmically in Fig. 5. The results are limited to the hub height and top tip locations. These scales are chosen given their physical significance in the energy cascade, specifically in the inertial subrange. In Figure 5(a), representing the hub height location, the pdf becomes wider with an increase in scale, thus pointing to greater intermittency. At large scales, the pdfs collapse independent of the downstream position. In contrast, at smaller scales $\lambda$ and $0.5\lambda$, the pdfs do not collapse.

In Figure 5(b), the pdfs at the same scales are shown, although now, at the top tip location. The large scale, $0.5L$, tends to become more intermittent with increasing downstream distance where the tail is wider comparing with the pdf at 1D; thus, no collapse was observed between the distribution at the top tip of near- and far-wake. This vertical location physically coincides with the shear layer, where the flow above the canopy interacts with the flow below the top tip of wind turbine. Cal et al.30 highlighted that the wake of the wind turbine is recovered due to the flux from the flow above the canopy. Higher recovery takes place at the far-wake region, therefore the flow interaction at 5D is much higher than 1D which leads to an increased intermittency at 5D. Furthermore, the dependence with downstream position is not systematic since for the $\lambda$ scale, the pdfs become narrower with increasing downstream distance while at $0.5\lambda$, the opposite occurs. This is due to the evolution of the scales as these move away from the wind turbine array. Nevertheless, it can be said that at the top tip and near the rotor, the pdfs are rather narrow, while in the far-wake the tails tend to be wider.

Based on the velocity increments, higher order statistics skewness, $S(R) = \frac{\langle (\delta_R(u))^3 \rangle}{\langle (\delta_R(u))^2 \rangle^{3/2}}$, and flatness, $F(R) = \frac{\langle (\delta_R(u))^4 \rangle}{\langle (\delta_R(u))^2 \rangle^2}$, are determined for hub height, bottom tip, and top tip regions at 1D and 5D. In Figure 6(a), the skewness increases sharply with increasing spatial separation distance attaining a maximum value on scales, $R$, between 0.05 and 0.12 m, and thereafter decreasing and converging to an approximately constant value. Following Katul et al.39,43 the structure of the flow is investigated through the constant skewness hypothesis which reveals the flow being locally anisotropic in the inertial subrange. At 1D, the skewness at hub height and bottom
tip decreases at a more rapid rate than top tip, and the highest constant skewness displayed at the hub height is about 0.28, comparing with other regions having approximately $S(R)$ between 0.18 and 0.22. The range of the skewness agrees well within the range presented by Townsend\textsuperscript{44} and Monin and Yaglom,\textsuperscript{40} where the suggested skewness ranges are 0.22–0.3 and 0.2–0.45 for an atmospheric surface layer, respectively.

In Figure 6(b), the flatness strongly increases with increasing $R$ until reaching a maxima between $R = 0.05–0.12$ m. Beyond these $R$ values, the flatness monotonically decreases until attaining an approximately constant value approximately between 4 and 5. Flatness of the 1D location steeply decreases with increasing scales, and shows large deviation from a kurtosis of 3 corresponding to a normal distribution. With moving downstream, the flatness shows a significant variation of the maximum value compared with 1D locations. Thus, the profiles of the flatness show a slight decrease with scales and deviation from Gaussian distribution. A comparison of the two locations, 1D and 5D, reveals that the maximum flatness associated with the range of scales, $R$, occurs at the hub height and bottom tip at the location 1D. Conversely, the maximum flatness at far-wake region occurs at the top tip.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Intermittency phenomenon in turbulence flow is the local fluctuations in energy dissipation or velocity increments. This phenomenon can be identified with the use of scaling exponents of different moments, associating with the separation scales between two points. Wind tunnel experiments were performed to study intermittency phenomena in the near, 1D, and far-wake regions, 5D, of a wind turbine array placed in a boundary layer. Scaling exponents of the sixth order structure functions are used to compute the intermittency exponents that are generally found extending between 0 and 0.6; higher values coinciding with the far-wake location. ESS scaling exponents of second, fourth and fifth orders are calculated. The results show that the scaling exponents of 5D are approximately constant whereas at 1D these significantly vary as a function of height especially at the top tip, bottom tip and hub height locations.

Near-wake regions show that the second order of ESS scaling exponents is consistent with SL and K62 at the region located below the hub height and above the bottom tip. A slightly deviation from K41, Beta, and K62 occurred at the hub height. The largest deviation from the other models happens at the bottom and top tip. The fourth order of ESS scaling exponent shows a significant deviation at the region extending between the wall and above the bottom tip. The Beta model manifests consistence with ESS scaling exponents at the region below the hub height and the mid region between the hub height and top tip. Thus, the hub height and top tip show a significant deviation from the other models. The fifth order of ESS scaling exponents is consistent with SL model above the bottom tip and above the hub height. The highest wall-normal region displays agreement with SL and K62 models. In the far-wake region, ESS
exponents of fourth and fifth orders are consistent in terms of their trend with Beta and K62 models, although the values are overpredicted. The tails of the pdfs reveal that the intermittency effect at 5D is higher than 1D. Flatness and skewness reach the maximum values at the same range of R. The constant flatness and skewness ranges are 4–5 and 0.18–0.22, respectively.

The nature of the flow within an array of wind turbines has been characterized in the context of structure functions and intermittency. This study provides insight on intermittency events in the near- and far-wake past a wind turbine array as intermittency effects are observed in both locations. Future research may concentrate on the investigation of intermittency based on wind farm siting variations.
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